I. Introduction
Text in images and videos contains useful information that can help a machine to understand content. Text is very important for the automatic annotation, indexing, and parsing of images and videos [1] - [3] . For sports videos, text information is very important because it displays valuable game information, such as scores and players. Therefore, it is important to efficiently find the key texts containing valuable game information from sports videos. These key texts are called key captions, and they can be used for video highlights or content search. These key captions often use a preformatted template. For example, key captions display inning/score/ball/out counts in baseball video, scores in soccer videos, and players' names in golf videos.
Conventional methods of detecting key captions assume that the location of the key captions is fixed during a game [4] - [6] . Therefore, these key captions are determined by their location property. However, in the case of golf, the location of the key captions containing player information is not fixed as shown in Fig. 1 . Here, key captions with player information in
Figs. 1(a) and (b) are located at the top-left and top-right positions, respectively; thus, key captions cannot be detected by using the location property. To determine the key captions in golf, we use a color pattern and its repetition property instead of the location property. 
II. Key Caption Detection
In general, captions in videos contain many edge components and typically last 2 to 10 seconds. These captions can be detected by using this edge and temporal information [7] . The color pattern of a caption region is obtained by the dominant color descriptor (DCD) from MPEG-7 standard descriptors. Five color descriptors are defined in MPEG-7 covering different aspects of color and application areas. The DCD characterizes an image or image region in terms of a small number of dominant color values and some statistical properties related to those. This descriptor provides a compact description of the representative colors of an image [8] , [9] . This descriptor consists of the representative colors, their 
where c i , p i , v i , and s are i-th dominant color, percentage value, color variance, and spatial coherency, respectively. The spatial coherency s is calculated by selecting each representative color and calculating the per-coherency as the average connectivity of the pixels using a 3×3 masking window within the cluster. Next, a weighted average of these values is computed using the percentages p i as the weights, leading to the spatial coherency. The color variances v i are computed as variances of the pixel values within each cluster. Consider two dominant color descriptors,
Ignoring the optional variance parameter and the spatial coherence, the dissimilarity D(F 1 , F 2 ) between the two descriptors can be computed as
where the subscripts 1 and 2 in all variables stand for descriptions F 1 and F 2 , respectively, and a k,l is the similarity coefficient between two colors c k and c l . The coefficient a k,l has the range of [0, 1] and is negatively proportional to D 2 (F 1 , F 2 ). Figure 2 shows the key caption detection procedure using the color pattern in detail. A cluster number 1, for example, is given to an initial dominant color value obtained in initialization, and a center point of a corresponding cluster is stored together with a number 1 of a color pattern grouped into an affiliate cluster. When a caption is input, whether an affiliate cluster corresponding to the dominant color value obtained by the DCD exists is determined. The distance between the dominant color value and the center point of a cluster is calculated by (2) . When the distance corresponds to the affiliate cluster, the dominant color value is clustered into the same group, a corresponding center point is updated, and the number of grouped color patterns is increased by 1. The same process is performed with respect to a subsequent index. If the dominant color value is not clustered into any clusters, a new cluster will be generated, and a center point and the number of the corresponding cluster will be given. This process is performed until an index i becomes equal to the maximum number of input color patterns N.
Several clusters are produced by the proposed clustering method. Other regions excluding the key captions are classified into one or more small clusters because the number of these regions is relatively small compared with that of key captions containing player information. The key captions are determined by selecting the dominant cluster of maximum size among the existing clusters.
III. Experimental Results
The experiments were performed by using a PC (CPU: Intel Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz) with VC++6.0. We tested eight games for 12.5 hours with 720×480 MPEG-2 videos from the channels SBS Sports, KBS Sports, and MBC ESPN. Performance results for the eight videos are given in Table 1 . The performance was measured on the key caption level. For a quantitative evaluation, we define that a detected key caption is correct on the condition that the intersection of the detected key caption region (DKCR) and the ground truth key caption region (GKCR) covers more than 90% of the DKCR and 90% of the GKCR. The GKCRs in the testing video clips were localized manually [10] .
The detection results were compared with the ground truth in terms of two measures: recall rate (recall) and precision rate (precision). They are obtained as follows:
where N F , N C , and N G are the numbers of falsely detected, correctly detected, and ground truth key captions, respectively. The average recall and precision rates for the 8 golf videos are 0.82 and 0.95, respectively (see Table 1 ). We do not compare the performance of our method to that of other methods because conventional approaches [4] - [6] cannot detect key captions containing player information which appear in different positions. These results show that our method can efficiently extract player information from golf videos. The user interface of the golf navigation system based on the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3 . The top-left window in this figure is the "play" window of a golf video. The bottomleft window shows play shots by a favorite player. The right window is the navigation window that provides the player information of each shot.
IV. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method to detect key captions containing player information in golf videos. To detect key captions efficiently, the method uses the color pattern of captions and its repetition property instead of a fixed location property. With the proposed method, the recall and precision rates of key caption detection are 82% and 95%, respectively. These results show that our method can detect key captions well, even if their location is not fixed during the game. In the future, we will further investigate the fusion of audio and visual domain features to model highlights.
